Laparoscopic surgery in infants and children.
Almost all operations that are classically performed as open surgery have now an endoscopic surgical variant. The reason for performing this form of surgery obeys the Hippocratic principle: The less invasive the better. Moreover there is scientific evidence that the less trauma, the less stress response and the less immunosuppression. There are few well conducted studies in children comparing open with endoscopic surgery, but evidence is piling up, especially from studies in adults, that endoscopic surgery results in a faster recovery, better cosmesis and fewer adhesions. The complication rate seems, however, slightly higher. Endoscopic surgery takes more time but hospital stay is shorter so that the same output can be achieved with fewer beds. Endoscopic surgery has changed the mentality of pediatric surgeons. Nowadays pediatric surgeons think more in terms of invasiveness which means that even in open surgery incisions are not as large anymore as they have been in the past. Endoscopic surgery has also changed the mentality in nursing. The wounds do not anymore reflect the magnitude of the surgery that has been performed internally, which may lead to an underestimation of pain. As the turnover of patients is much higher, there is less patient and parent binding. Lastly some parents may be overwhelmed by the rapid discharge and nurses have to guide them. Some nurses feel that the ward has become less surgical, which may have an impact on recruitment.